Fall 2011

CHEM 760: Introductorry Quantum Chemistry
C

Homeworrk 9

Due: Dec
D 13

1. textbo
ook 10.3
2. textbo
ook 10.7
3. Consiider the determ
minantal atom
mic wave funcction

 (1,2) 

1  211 (1)  211 (1)
2  2111 (2)  211 (2)

wheree  211 is a hy
ydrogen-like wave function. Show thatt  (1,2) is aan eigenfuncttion of



Lˆ z ,totaal  Lˆ z1  Lˆ z 2 and S z ,total  Sˆ z1  S z 2
What are the eigen
nvalues?
hing the two electrons
e
in a helium atom impossible, bbut distinguishhing the two
4. Why is distinguish
electrrons in separaate hydrogen atoms
a
possiblle? Do you thhink the electr
trons are distinnguishable inn the
diatom
mic H2 hydrog
gen? Explain
n your reasoning.
5. Consid
dering a hypo
othetical univeerse, in which
h the electronn has a spin off s = 1, and iss therefore a bboson.
For an
n electron witth s = 1, theree are three spiin functions, ccorrespondingg to ms = 1, 00, and -1, whicch
may be
b designated
d as , , and , respectivelly. The grounnd state configuration of helium in this
2
universe is 1s .
W
out all of the acceptab
ble trial functtions for the hhelium in this hypothetical universe, wrritten
a) Write
ass the product of a 1s(1)1s(2
2) spatial function times accceptable spinn functions. M
Make sure that the
wave
w
functionss you write do
own obey thee appropriate fform of the ggeneralized Paauli principle in
th
his hypotheticcal universe. The spin porttion of your w
wave functionn should be inn terms of the spin
fu
unctions (ms = 1),  (ms = 1), and  (ms = -1).
b) For each of thee trial function
ns you wrote down above,, what is the vvalue of the pprojection of tthe
to
otal spin angu
ular momentum
m vector onto
o the z-axis, M s?
c) Use
U the inform
mation you obtained in b) to
o deduce the tterm symbolss that derive ffrom the 1s2
co
onfiguration in
i this hypoth
hetical universse. Be sure thhat your term
m symbol encoodes the valuees of
L and S, along
g with the beh
havior of the wave
w
functionn under the innversion operaation.
The follow
wing problem
ms are not to be
b turned in fo
or a grade. Foor practice onnly.
Textbook 10.5, 10.6, 10.9, 11.7, 11..11, 11.20, an
nd 11.39

